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HYPERCYCLIC WEIGHTED SHIFTS

HECTOR N. SALAS

Dedicated to Domingo A. Herrero, in memoriam

Abstract. An operator T acting on a Hilbert space is hypercyclic if, for some

vector x in the space, the orbit {T"x: n > 0} is dense. In this paper we

characterize hypercyclic weighted shifts in terms of their weight sequences and

identify the direct sums of hypercyclic weighted shifts which are also hyper-

cyclic. As a consequence, we show within the class of weighted shifts that

multi-hypercyclic shifts and direct sums of fixed hypercyclic shifts are both hy-

percyclic. For general hypercyclic operators the corresponding questions were

posed by D. A. Herrero, and they still remain open. Using a different tech-

nique we prove that / + T is hypercyclic whenever T is a unilateral backward

weighted shift, thus answering in more generality a question recently posed by

K. C. Chan and J. H. Shapiro.

Introduction

A bounded operator T on a Hilbert space H is cyclic if there exists an

x £ H such that its orbits under the operator

orb(T, x) = {x, Tx, T2x, T2x, ...},

generates a dense linear manifold. If orb(7\ x) is itself dense in 77, then T
is hypercyclic. Such an x is called a hypercyclic vector for T. The literature
on cyclic operators is very extensive. In contrast, the literature on hypercyclic

operators is relatively scarce.
In [14], Rolewicz was the first to isolate the concept of hypercyclicity. He

actually considered continuous linear operators on an F-space, i.e., a complete
metrizable topological linear space.

In [5], Gethner and Shapiro also studied hypercyclicity on T^-spaces. Their
main result, [5, Theorem 2.2], gives a useful criterion for an operator T to be
hypercyclic. As a consequence of this result, they were able to obtain simulta-
neously two theorems on entire functions; namely, G. D. BirkhofFs translation

theorem and G. R. Mac Lane's differentiation theorem. (See also the general-

ization of this result by Godefroy and Shapiro [6, Theorem 5.1].) They also
proved in [5] that very general Bergman backward shifts are hypercyclic.
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Shields proved that whenever T is cyclic then its set of cyclic vectors is a G$ ,

[16, Proposition 40]. It was later shown by Herrero that when the set of cyclic

vectors of T is a closed subset of 77\{0} , then it is either 77\{0} or nowhere

dense in 77 [8, Proposition 2.1 (iii)]. A natural example of such behavior is Mz,

multiplication by z, on A2(U), the Bergman space of holomorphic functions

of the unit disc U. Cyclic functions for Mz vanish nowhere on U, and

they are not dense in A2(U). (For more information see [6, Remark 3.2].)

What happens when T is hypercyclic? Several people have shown, in different

contexts, that the set of its hypercyclic vectors is a Gg which is dense in 77.

(See, for instance, [4], [5] and [13].)
An even more striking difference between the class of cyclic operators and

the subclass of hypercyclic ones is the following fact. Finite-dimensional spaces
support many cyclic operators; but in [13, Theorem 1.2], Kitai showed that
finite-dimensional spaces cannot support hypercyclic operators.

From now on we will work on infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert spaces.

The symbol © means orthogonal direct sum. If T = Tx © T2 is hypercyclic,

then it is easy to show that each summand is hypercyclic. However, T need

not be hypercyclic if Tx and T2 are. (Actually T need not be even cyclic [10],

[15].)
Herrero's Problem 1 in [11] is: Does T hypercyclic imply that T® T is also

hypercyclic?
Conjecture 1 of [11] says: If there exists {xx,...,x„} such that the

Ufc=iorD(7\ xk) is dense in 77, then T is hypercyclic. In other words, the
conjecture is that multi-hypercyclic operators are hypercyclic.

Assume now that 77 = l(Z). The operator T is a bilateral (forward)

weighted shift with respect to the canonical basis {e„: n £ Z} if Ten = a„en+x ,

where the weight sequence {a„: n £ Z} is a bounded subset of C\{0}. (With-
out loss of generality we may, and will, assume that each a„ is positive.) The

class of weighted shifts is a favorite testing ground for operator-theorists. (See
for example the classical survey by Shields [16].)

In section 2 we characterize the hypercyclic bilateral weighted shifts in terms

of their weight sequences. Several consequences are obtained from this result;

among them we show that the answer to both Problem 1 and Conjecture 1 of [ 11 ]

is affirmative for the class of bilateral weighted shifts and the class of unilateral

backward weighted shifts. In section 3 we prove, using a different technique, that

7 + T is hypercyclic whenever T is a unilateral backward weighted shift. This

section was motivated by a question of Chan and Shapiro in [3, page 1447].

2. Weighted shifts

The first result is basic for all that follows in this section. The conditions

on the weights of a hypercyclic bilateral weighted shift T can be obtained

by inspecting the action of the powers of T on the span {ek: a < k < b}

(where {ek: k £ Z} is the canonical basis of l2(Z)). On the other hand,

if the conditions on the weights are satisfied, then hypercyclic vectors can be

assembled in a piecemeal fashion.

Theorem 2.1. Let T be a bilateral weighted shift with positive weight sequence

{an} . Then T is hypercyclic if and only if given e > 0 and q £ N, there exists
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n arbitrarily large such that for all \j\ < q

n—\ n

[Ja.s+/ < e    and      ~\ai-s > l/e.
s=0 s=l

Proof. Assume that T is hypercyclic. Since the set of hypercyclic vectors for

T is dense, there is a hypercyclic vector x for T such that

(i) *-£«/ <<*•
\J\<9

We can also find n arbitrarily large, n > 2q, such that

(2) Tnx-J2eJ   <S-

\j\<9

In terms of the coefficients of x inequality (1) implies that \(x, ef)\ > 1 - 8

if \j\ < 1 and \(x,ef)\<8 otherwise. Now assume that 8 < 1. Since n > 2q,
inequality (2) implies that for \j\ < q

\\T»((x, ej)ej)\\ = \flaJ+sJ \(x, ej)\ < 8.

Thus
n-l

n«7-M<*/l(Jf,e/>l<^/(l-^).
s=0

On the other hand, inequality (2) implies that \\T"(x, e,_„)e/_„ - t?/|| < 8

for \j\ <q. This in turn implies | TJJLi aj-s(x, ej-„) - 1| < 8. Therefore

^«y_, >(1 -*)/|<X, *,-.)! >(1 -*)/*.
s=\

By choosing 8 such that 8/(1 -8) < e, we see that the conditions on the
weights are necessary if T is hypercyclic.

To see the converse we will prove a lemma which is interesting in its own

right. Its method of proof is similar to the one used in [15].

Lemma 2.2. Lt7Z" T be a bilateral weighted shift. Assume that if e > 0 and
vectors g, h are in the span of {ej-. \j\ < q}, then there would exist an n

arbitrarly large and a vector u in the span of {ej-. -q-n<j<q-n} such
that

(i) ll"ll<«.
(ii) \\T"(u)-g\\<s,

(iii) lin*)ll<«-
Then T is hypercyclic.

Proof. We will explicitly exhibit a hypercyclic vector /for T. (Also observe
that conditions (i) and (ii) imply that |[7"|| > 1.)
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Assume that {gk = zZ\j\<k(Sk-, ej)ej'- k £ N} is dense in l2(Z). We will

construct / to be equal to X)/tLi fk > where

lim ||r"*(/fc)-^|| = 0
k—too

and nk is a rapidly increasing sequence to be specified.

Let nx = 0 and fx = gx. Assume that for 1 < j < k, the number nj and
the vector f in the span of {e?,: - j -nj < i < j - nj} have been chosen. We

now choose n and u by applying the hypothesis to e = M~"k2~k~x and the

vectors g = gk+x, h = fx+--- + fk, where M = ||r||.
Let the n and u so obtained be denoted by nk+x and fk+x respectively.

We also ask that nk + 52*1=1 i < nk+x to ensure that the supports of the f 's are
pairwise disjoint. Then

||/fc+1||<Jl/-',*2-*-1,

\\Tn^(fk+x)-gk+x\\<M-^2-k-x,

and

t"m [ibfj) <M-n*2-k-x.

We are now ready to verify that f = J2fj is hypercyclic. It follows that

(oo       \ lk-\      \ oo

£/)   -&   <  T»'l52fj\   +\\T»'(fk)-gk\\+ Y, \\Tnk(M\

oo

< Af_"*-'2-*-l-Ar-"*-'2-*-i-  Y, Mn*||/;||
j=k+\

<2~k+2.   D

We can now show the remaining implication in Theorem 2.1. First we ob-

serve that if / = E|;|<?(^. */)*/. then

(3) lirVII < max] Y[aj+k: \j\ < q) \\f\\.
U=o J

But such a vector / is also in the domain of the (possibly unbounded) op-
erator T~n , and it satisfies

(4) || T~VII < max j (f[ a,-_ J     : \j\ < q \ \\f\\.

Let e > 0 and q £ N. Assume there is n > 2q which satisfies Yis=o aj+* < E

and n"=i aj-s > l/e for all \j\ <q . If vectors g, h are in the span {ej: \j\ <
q} , then inequalities (3) and (4) imply that

\\T-»g\\<e\\g\\   and   ||7*A|| <«P||.

By setting T~"g = u, we see that the three conditions in the hypothesis of

Lemma 2.2 are satisfied. Thus T is hypercyclic and the proof of Theorem 2.1

is completed.   D
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Remark. Hypercyclic bilateral backward weighted shifts can be characterized in

a similar fashion; they are unitarily equivalent to forward shifts. In Theorem

2.8 we will see unilateral backward weighted shifts as compressions of bilateral

backward weighted shifts.

Corollary 2.3. There exists an hypercyclic operator T such that T* is also hy-
percyclic.

Proof. Since T* is a weighted shift if T is so, it suffices to construct {az: z £
Z} such that {az} and {bz = <z_z} both satisfy the conditions of Theorem

2.1.   D

The above result was obtained in [15]. The shift used as an example in

[15] has an almost symmetrical weight sequence, i.e., a„ = a_„, except for
the rapidly increasing sequence {nk}. However, no hypercyclic shifts with

symmetrical weights can exist.

Corollary 2.4. IfT is a weighted shift such that its weight sequence {a„} satisfies

a„ = a-n, then T is not hypercyclic.

Proof. Since an = a_„ the inequalities aoax---an-i < e and anan-i---ax >

l/e imply that a„ > ao/(e)2. Thus e2 > ao/ll^ll cannot be arbitrarily small.   □

The arguments for proving Theorem 2.1 can be easily adapted to the case

of a direct sum of a finite number of (not necessarily equal) bilateral weighted

shifts.

Theorem 2.5. Let Tj be bilateral weighted shifts with Tjen = anjen+x. Then

©£Li T is hypercyclic if and only if given e > 0 and q £ N there exists n large

enough such that for all \j\ <q

max < Y\ aj+k,i- I < i < m> < e   and   min < Y\ aj-k,i: 1 < z < m > > l/e.
U=o J U=i J

The following result is also known. (See [11] and [15].)

Corollary 2.6. There exist hypercyclic operators S, T such that S © T is not

hypercyclic.

Proof. Choose sequences {az: z £ Z} and {bz: z £ Z}, each one satisfy-

ing the condition in Theorem 2.1, but not satisfying the condition together by

peaking out of phase. In particular, we can construct {az}, {bz} such that

max{IjX=o ak, II/Lo °k} > I f°r anY natural number s. Then set S and T to

be the corresponding weighted shifts. An application of Theorem 2.5 yields the

result.   D

We would like to give the unilateral version of Theorem 2.5. A unilateral

backward weighted shift T is defined by Te„ = a„e„_x if n > 0 and by
7"e?o = 0, where {e„: n £ Z+} is the canonical basis of l2(Z+).

Remark. A unilateral forward shift can never be hypercyclic. Indeed, let T
acting on l2(Z+) be defined by Te„ = anen+x. Let x be an arbitrary vector;

the orthogonal projection of orb(r, x) on the span of {ek: k < n} consists of
at most n vectors.
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Proposition 2.7. Let T be a hypercyclic operator on H. Assume that B is an

invariant subspace of T*. Then the compression of T to B is hypercyclic on
B.

Proof. Recall that the compression of T to B is defined by PTP restricted
to B, where P is the orthogonal projection on B. Since B is invariant under

T*, the subspace B1- is invariant under T; in other words PT(I - P) = 0.

Therefore
n

Tn _ tpjpy + J2((I - P)T)k(PT)n~kP + ((I - P)T(I - P))n.

k=\

The last equality implies that for any pair of vectors x e 77 and b £ B

\\(PTP)nx-b\\<\\Tnx-b\\.

Thus if u is a hypercyclic vector for T, orb(T, Pu) is dense in B .   U

Theorem 2.8. For 1 < z < m, let Ti be unilateral backward weighted shifts with

positive weight sequences {anj: n £ Z+}. Then @/?=x Tj is hypercyclic if and

only if sup{min{r]"=1 a$,i» 1 < i < m}: n £ N} = oo.

Proof. We prove it for the case of just one unilateral backward shift. Take T as
the compression to l2(Z+) of a bilateral backward weighted shift whose weights

corresponding to nonpositive indexes are 1/2. An application of Theorem 2.1
and Proposition 2.7 yields the result.   D

We will now apply this result to the case of m = 1. Let /3 = {/3(k): k > 0}
be a sequence of positive numbers for which

sup{p(k)/P(k + 1): k > 0} < oo.

In [16], H2(P) denotes the space of formal series f(z) = 2~2T=o f(k)zk for
which

oo

ll/lll = £|./W/W<CO.
k=0

The backward shift B defined on H2(B) by Bf(z) = J2T=of(k + l)zk is
bounded since the weights are (/3(k)/fi(k + 1))1/2. We now have

Corollary 2.9. Let B be a backward weighted shift as above. Then B is hyper-

cyclic if and only if lim inf fi(k) = 0.

This result was obtained by Gethner and Shapiro when {/3(k)} is decreasing
[5, Theorem 4.1]. In this case the backward shifts can be seen as very gen-

eral Bergman backward shifts; in particular, the sequence fi(k) = l/(k + 1)
corresponds to the Bergman backward shift.

In what follows, "shift" stands for either "bilateral shift" or "unilateral back-

ward shift". We can now partially answer Herrero's questions mentioned in the

introduction.

Corollary 2.10. Let T be a hypercyclic weighted shift. Then T © T © • • • © T is
also hypercyclic.

Proof. For the bilateral case apply Theorem 2.5 and for the unilateral backward

case apply Theorem 2.8.   D
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Corollary 2.11. If T is a multi-hypercyclic weighted shift, then T is hypercyclic.

Proof. We will only prove the case of a bilateral shift. Let Xi,... , xk be such

that (jf=i orb(7\ xt) is dense in l2(Z). Then there exists a vector, say xx, and

sequences ns and qs such that ||7*"jXi - 52\j\<qsej\\ < I/2s ■ By arguing as we

did in the first part of Theorem 2.1, we see that the weights of T satisfy the

conditions for hypercyclicity.   □

In [13], Kitai asks whether T hypercyclic implies that T" is also hypercyclic.

Our next observation gives a partial affirmative answer to Kitai's question.

Corollary 2.12. Let T be a weighted shift. If T is hypercyclic so is any power

ofT.
Proof. T" is a direct sum of n weighted shifts that satisfies the requirements
of either Theorem 2.5 or Theorem 2.8.   □

3. Identity plus a unilateral backward weighted shift is hypercyclic

In this section we will show that 7 + T is hypercyclic whenever T is a unilat-
eral backward shift with positive weights. This result goes beyond the inquiry

by Chan and Shapiro [3], in which they ask whether 7 + TJ) is hypercyclic. In
their context, D is the derivative operator acting on spaces of "slowly growing"
entire functions. Proposition 1.1 of [3] shows that D is a unilateral backward

weighted shift.
The following lemma might be known since it is about a Toeplitz matrix, but

we have been unable to locate a reference. We provide its proof for the sake of

completeness.

Lemma 3.1. Let A = (a,;) be the 2k x 2k matrix with aij = (2<.+1_[.),. Then A

is invertible.

Proof. We will show that detA^O. If we multiply the z'th row by (2k+x - i)\
we get the matrix B:

(llf^^ + l)    ltk=2l(2k + l)    •••    (2*«-l)    l\

Ilto2(2* + /)     Ylt~x22k + l    •••    (2*+1-2)    1
B= : :■.::.

it,? I Tit? I        ■••'      (2* + l)     1
V   Yitii       nt3i    ■■■     2k     i)

Assertion. If the powers of 2 are factored out in each column of B, then the

main diagonal consists of odd numbers. Moreover, in each column the entries
below the main diagonal are even.

Let C = (ctj) be the resulting matrix, and assume the above assertion is true.
Since C has been obtained from A by performing elementary row and column

operations, det A is nonzero if and only if det C is so. But

2*

detC = 5>l)s^nc<*('>
a (=1

2*
and every summand is even except fT;=i ca which is odd. Thus detC is odd.
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We will now prove the assertion. The number hin™— is the combinatory

number (m+") and therefore an integer. In particular this means that we can

factor out at least as many factors of 2 from Yl"=l(m + I) as from n\. For

1 < j < 2k - I, we have that bjj = Tii=JJ(^k + 0 > and observe that we can

factor out the same number of factors of 2 from 2k +1 that from /. Thus we

can factor out the same number of factors 2 from bjj that from (2k - j)\.

Assume that i < j. Since b^ = Y[2=jLi+x(2k +1), we can factor out the same

number of factors 2 from bjj that from flLj-i+i ^ • ^ f°Uows from this and

the observation about the combinatory numbers that we can factor out at least
as many factors 2 from by as from bjj .

Now let z > j and compare &,■/ to bjj. (So *?,-_/ is below the main di-

agonal entry.) After simplifying it suffices to compare \~[i=i-i+j(2k + 0 t0

\~[]j^i_i+x(2k + I). But again it suffices to look only at (i — j — l)!2fc and

l~li=2k_i+xl ■ Let 2s be the largest power of 2 between 2k-i+l and 2k—j. Then

\~li=2k-i+i' nas the same number of factors of 2 as 2s (2k-2s-j)\(i+2s-2k-1)\.

To finish the proof of the assertion, observe that 2k~s (^"Jv- ) *s even-   n

Remark. Peter Miletta pointed out the following: If the matrix B in Lemma 3.1

is rotated by 7r/2, its determinant is W(t2 +1_1, ... , t2 ), the Wronskian of the

linearly independent functions t2k+i~x, ... , t2k, evaluated at t = 1. In order to

show that det B ^ 0, it is enough to find a linear differential equation of order

2k for which such functions are solutions and 1 is a regular point. The canonical

way of building such a differential equation is to set W(y, t2 * ~x, ... , t2 ) = 0.
The resulting differential equation is of an Euler-Cauchy type, and it has order

2k only if det B ^ 0, which is precisely what has to be proved. Consequently,

if this method of proving that det B ^ 0 is to be followed, another differential

equation would be needed.

We still need a technical lemma in preparation for the theorem in this section.

Lemma 3.2. Let C„ = (c,y(n)) be the 2k x 2k matrix whose entries c,j(n) are

the combinatory numbers (2*+"_,)- Let B„ = (bi(n)) be a column vector such

that bt(n) is a polynomial in n of degree at most 2k - i, where i = I, ... ,2k.

Then for n large enough there is a solution X„ = (Xj(n)) of the equation

B„ = C„Xn and the entries xt(n) satisfy \X((n)\ <P/n', where P is a constant.

Proof. Since
2*

detC„ = B-l)s-n(2^;(z)-z)'
a ;=1   v '

each summand is a polynomial in n of degree

2* / 2k \

£(2* + o(i) - i) = 22k+r£ o(i) -i\= 22k.

Thus det C„ is also a polynomial of degree 22k with leading coefficient equal

to det A, where A is the matrix of Proposition 3.1. Thus if n is large enough
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det C„ ^ 0 and so Cn is invertible. Let C'n be the matrix obtained from C„
after replacing its z'th column by Bn . Since

detC-£(-1)-*     fl     {2k + o(t)-t)b^

each summand is a polynomial in « of degree at most

2k-s + J2(2k + o(t) -t) = 22k - i,
t¥s

thus det Q is a polynomial of degree at most 22* - i.

By Cramer's rule Xj(n) = det OJ det Cn , and therefore \xt(n)\ < P/n'.   D

We now have all the necessary tools to prove the main result of this section,

but first some comments are in order. Since T is a unilateral backward weighted

shift, the spectrum of 7 + T is a disc centered at 1, thus satisfying Kitai's

criterion that the spectrum of a hypercyclic operator must meet the unit circle.
(This includes the case when the spectrum is just the singleton {1} .) On the
other hand, the work of Chan-Shapiro makes clear that 7 + TJ) is hypercyclic
when its spectrum is a nontrivial disc. (See for instance "Large Hilbert Spaces"

on page 1447 of [3]. Recall that 7J> is the derivative operator.) Thus, their

question mentioned at the beginning of this section boils down to whether 7+7J>
is hypercyclic when D is quasi-nilpotent. It should also be noted that the

work of Godefroy-Shapiro suggests that hypercyclicity is easier for functions

of backward shifts when there is a rich supply of eigenvalues. (See sections 4
and 5 of [6].) This is exactly what happens in Chan-Shapiro's setting: If the

spectrum of I + D is a nontrivial disc, then its interior contains a nontrivial
disc of eigenvalues. For an arbitrary unilateral backward shift T the situation

is more complicated: T may be non-quasi-nilpotent and still have zero as its

only—and simple—eigenvalue [16, Theorem 8].
The proof of our result does not involve any heavy machinery, and it treats

all unilateral backward weighted shifts on an equal footing. The elementary

nature of the proof is somewhat surprising since the analogous result of Chan
and Shapiro about the hypercyclicity of translations [3, Theorem 2.1] uses a

fine manipulation of function theory and the Gethner-Kitai-Shapiro criterion
[5, Theorem 2.2].

Theorem 3.3. Let T be defined by Te, = Wtet-i if i > 1 and Teo = 0, where
the weights are positive. Then I + T is hypercyclic.

Proof. Let {zk = 2~22=o' zt,k^i'- k £ N} he dense in l2(Z+). Let us begin the
proof by first considering this problem: Find numbers xx, x2 and n such that

(1) \\(I + T)n(xxe2 + x2e3)-zx\\<l/2.

Recall that
Tmes = I Hz-i-m+i w>es-m'    x{m<s;

\ 0, otherwise.

This implies that

(I+T)n(xxe2 + x2e3)= (xx + ("JW3X2J e2 + x2e3 + (("Jr+ ("j7"2) *i*2
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Therefore

\\(I+T)n(xxe2 + x2e3)-zx\\2

=   (xx + ( niJw3x2)e2 + x2e3

Making the second summand on the right-hand side of the above equality be
zero is equivalent to

W2Wi KJ^l + W3W2WX [1)x2 = *0,1

and

w2(ljxx +w3w2("jx2 = zXA.

Since
det(w2wx("2)    w3w2wx(1)\_        2     to/-®    (n3)\
det v  «;2(-)        u,3ti,2("2)   ) ~ W3W*Wl d6t I (?)    © ) '

Lemma 3.2 says that we can choose an n large enough such that \xx \ < P/n

and |^21 < P/n2 where P is a constant. Therefore inequality (1) is satisfied.

We set such an n = nx and relabel xx, x2 as a2, a3 respectively. Thus, we

have «i and yx = a2e2 + a3e3.
2-/+I — 1

We will find a rapidly increasing sequence «, and vectors yj = 22i=v aie'

such that

(2) ||v;||<2-;-1(/+||r||)-'V-1

and

(3) (I+T)»'(J2ys)-Zj   <2~>.

A calculation similar to the one made in Lemma 2.2 then shows that the

vector y = Y^f=i yj is hypercyclic for I + T.

Assume that we have already chosen nx < ■■■ < nk-X and yx, ... , Vfc_i

satisfying (2) and (3). Let D = (dy) be the 2k x 2k matrix with entries

dv-{#+j-t) n«»-

Then

detT>= (    H   (w2k+jf-ul\ detC

V=-2*+l /

where C = (af) and Cy = (2t+" _,). By applying Lemma 3.2, it follows that if

n is large enough the system

/(7+7T [£y, + 5>,e>+/_1    -zk,ep\=0,
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with p = 0,... , 2k - 1, satisfies the condition |x,| < P/n', for some constant
P. Since

(fc— 1 2^ \ 2*    ( v— 1 \

2>+E^2*+/-. j -** -EIE (J)r>J w*-i,

it follows that

(k—1 2* \ 2*    //>—1 \

X> + i>/**+/-i) - ** < E IE (") IW) WI ̂  L/«

where L is a new constant.

So we can choose an n = nk that satisfies (2) and (3) and relabel jc, as
a2k+i-i • We have then obtained y^ , and therefore the proof of the theorem is

now completed.   □

4. Concluding remarks

Many of the results obtained in this paper can be extended to weighted shifts

on lp(Z), l"(Z+) where 1 < p < oo ; the proofs remain essentially the same.

There are still many intriguing problems on hypercyclicity, among which
are the ones posed by Rolewicz. For instance, Problem 1 in [14]: Does each
infinite-dimensional separable Banach space support a hypercyclic operator? In

[10], Herrero characterized the closure of the hypercyclic operators acting on

a Hilbert space in terms of spectral properties. So what happens for Banach
spaces? Halperin, Kitai and Rosenthal showed in [7] that any linearly indepen-
dent denumerable set of vectors in a separable Hilbert space is contained in the
orbit of a hypercyclic operator. They asked whether this result remains true for

separable Banach spaces; an affirmative answer to this would also provide an

affirmative answer to Rolewicz's problem 1.
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